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Ecclesiastes II Luke VIII 16 – 25

Luke VIII “Then he arose and rebuked the wind and the raging of the water: and they ceased and
there was a calm.”
Last Sunday we spent our morning together contemplating some of the false ideas that have
become attached to that final legacy of the triumphant Jesus. “My peace I leave with you.” We
rejected them all one after another, primarily because we found that they were inconsistent with
the life and experience of the man of sorrows. In contemplating that life, if it began and ended in
itself, if it were merely the record of a pure endeavour received at first with loud acclaim by an
ignorant but excited multitude and then rejected by the same multitude when it had not fulfilled
their gross expectations and desires, we would be forced to exclaim with the man of the world “Let
us eat, drink and be merry, for tomorrow we die. Let us gather much possessions and build barns,
for everything is a passing show and he who makes riches is wise.”
But the life of Christ is not begun and finished in itself. When the flash of lightning speeds across the
midnight heaven, we not only see its momentary existence. It reveals sleeping nature to us. When a
stray star comes into our universe, the whole balance of physical force has to be redressed and
readjusted in order to provide for the unknown stranger. When a new idea enters the world of
thought, evolution for instance, it does not lie there alone, the whole world has to be re-cast, recreated, in order to make room for and to recognise the newcomer. The idea of Darwin primarily
applied to biology. But students in every department of thought began to see that it affected them.
At this moment it is the common rock bed upon which all progressive minds take a stand. In the
pulpit it is made the key to many abstruse problems of spiritual life and growth, it has been seized
upon by the moralist to explain the blemishes of character and the curious transformations which
have hitherto been the real stumbling blocks in his way when he attempted to make his study an
exact science; the worker for social emancipation from this same idea draws both arguments by
which to confound his enemies and hope by which to cheer himself. Evolution, in fact, is in the
mouth of everybody, it is the guide of everybody.
And just as a stray star leads to the readjustment of astronomical tables, and a new idea leads to the
recreation of this world of thought so a new life leads to a new faith in living. It is contended, and I
believe successfully contended, that Jesus gave out to the world no new moral precept; that you can
find the complete ethic of Christianity in Greek and Jewish thought of the time and that he who
knows his Plato scarcely requires to know his Jesus. That may be so. But what neither the Greek nor
the Jewish teachers did was to gather their thoughts and their precepts into their lives, and give us a
life as beautiful as their ideas. The sublime ideas is like the comet. Its appearance does not
necessitate much readjustment. It is like the odour of the flower. It is sweet, but has little force. Only
when it is embodied in a life does it become tangible. It is a life which upsets our old calculations of
the possibility of human nature and the power of human energy. And so it matters not whether
Jesus gave us new doctrines or not, whether we get the ethics of the Bible in the profane literature
of the time or not. Jesus gave as life which was unique. Plato and the others have never managed to
upset our systems upon which we imagine human nature must always work. Jesus has. Plato said
there is such an ideal world there may be such ideal men; Christ said it is around you; I and you are
such men. How absurd would it be for Plato to say even to the most cultivated, “Abide in me and I
shall abide in you.” How natural for Jesus to have said such a thing.
The life of Christ then, is not to be judged from its events whether they caused sorrow or joy, turmoil
or peace. It is to be judged from what it reveals to us. The world which the lightning flash reveals is

often wrapped in peaceful slumber. The great works of art, the great poems, the great pieces of
music are those which carry you way out of themselves into the breast of the eternal. You forget
that they are small and fixed to a narrow place, you forget the trivial art by which they are produced.
There is a life and power behind them which you share. Said a friend to me the other day talking of a
certain criticism of a certain poet “What I like about it is this, that every word and phrase chosen by
the critic suggest whole poems by the author. In that short article, the critic shows that he is
absolutely master of his subject.” So in life. We live and every trivial action and word should show
our unexpressed but vitalising faith.
Now with these general reflections in mind, passing over Jesus’ record in thought, we gather from it
a sense of calm. There seems to be a voice whispering through the storm “come down with me to
the undisturbed deeps where I am. These winds and waves are but surface tumults. I am where
there is peace.” And upon ourselves a great calm comes. What is there in this life which makes the
wind and the waves of the world obey it?
In the first place dominating everything he said and did was his supreme trust in God. That took him
out of himself. It gave him a strength which his worldly experience could not give him. God his
creator was not to him a terrible potentate, but a loving father whose delight is in guiding his
children. He had acquired that bold familiarity with that power which is the source of all goodness
and love on account of which theologians have come to raise claims of deity for him, but which
embolden us to claim great virtue for humanity. “I and my father are one.” Therein lay the peace of
Christ, and it is the outcome of that in his life which so influences us. We too must be led outside
ourselves. We too must be led to see the greater and ampler good than our own success and ease.
In the peace of comfort and quiescence our higher facilities are put to sleep. When we say “Not our
will but thine be done.”, we enlist ourselves in a service in which we must spend and be spent for
the cause of God. When we consecrate ourselves to do the will of the father we, like Moses, resolve
to seek our peace by suffering affliction with the people of God for a reason rather than by enjoying
the wealth of the kings of Egypt. Our lives have been lived well and calmly only as thy have been well
directed.
But the life of Jesus does not merely leave us here. Were it so, it would be like a guide who simply
brings a wayfarer to branching roads, points out to him the direction in which he is to go, and leaves
him without council as to how he is to reach his destination. Jesus has assured us first of all that we
can reach our own destination and moreover that the road which looks so rough is not rough at all.
“Oh wretched man that I am”, exclaims St Paul, “who shall deliver me from the body of this death?”
in the very same breath he adds “I thank God through Jesus Christ our Lord.” Supposing we cut away
the spurious ending of the Gospel stories and drop the curtain on Jesus’ life with his burial in
Joseph’s tomb, do we not end in a note of triumph? He has prayed in Gethsemane, he had been
scourged and insulted, he has fainted under the burden of his cross, he has been crucified and has
even called to his father not to desert him, remembering all that, was there not a triumph in Jesus’
death? He had conquered his enemies. They had the power of the law, he had the power of the
spirit; they held the key to the life and death of the body, he kept to the end the key to the life and
death of the soul. Again I ask you to strip this life of all its theological trappings and all its dogmatic
interpretations, attach to it no more significance than you do to the life of the first man you meet in
the street and ask yourself was it not worth living? Was it not much better for Jesus to have lived
thus than to have lingered out empty years of the ordinary life of his contemporaries? Did he not in
one short period of eighteen months – or perhaps under it – according to the synoptic narrative –
get much more real joy out of life despite his sorrows than if he had lived in Nazareth to a good old
age? These questions are somewhat risky. The life which contains a youth of conflict and an age of

peace is readily awarded the prize of true success. It is right that it should be so. Nothing is more
inspiring than the holy sight of a man full of years resting from great labours. Age putting aside its
armours of youth is a great inspiration to youth to fight on. But the spectacle of a youth that has
fallen in battle? Is that so inspiring? To the Christian methinks it is. The death of Wolfe before
Quebec was a victory; the death of Christ on Cavalry was a victory. His “It is finished.” Must be
interpreted by us now as the peaceful claim to a completed life. Time is nothing in the life of the
spirit. The desire, the aim, the zeal, the faith, these are everything.
The second assurance enables us to understand this. After all, when we speak of conflict as the
condition of a vigorous Christian life, we do not mean an unwilling conflict but a willing one. We are
not led into the battle against our will. It is in our nature to offer these oppositions and to enter into
these strivings. That great good for which we seek becomes part of us. Our strife is a strife of love
and for life. So we do not belong to those who think life a punishment or a curse, nor to those who
bring down the books of the law for guidance; nor to those who in the ordinary sense speak of duty.
God’s spirit is in us and of us, and in the conflict to make men and the world like unto it, we are
fulfilling the law of our own being. According to that law, when we sacrifice ourselves as Jesus did
we are inwardly but finding ourselves. We all know that richness which comes to us when we part
with some of our worldly possessions in response to our sympathies; and so Jesus’ life is an earnest
of that peace which comes to us when we emerge from the sheltered nooks of existence in response
to a call from the spirit. In the very conflict we have peace; in the very sorrow we have joy; in the
midst of the darkness there is light.
Nothing like this could be possible were not the eternal power who made the universe goodness and
love. We have a knowledge which experience alone can prove, and that is that the end of all things is
good. The moral law is the law of the universe, and we in our natures are partakers of that law. This
view alone brings us into that relationship with God which was Christ’s relationship. Demand for
Christ any superhuman origin or power, and you at once blot out his life as a saving power. The one
hope of man is that in his breast is a spark of divine nature which will glow more and more brightly
until all his nature is alight with divine fire. Deprive him of that hope and you throw him out
woebegotten into a trackless wilderness across which marsh fires flit and hollow echoes follow every
wind. What is Christ to us if he is not human? That terrible question may be obscured by excited
appeals to emotion and a careful nursing of man in spiritual ignorance, fantastical ritualism which is
designed to make intellectual dishonesty easy. But sooner or later the theologians will have to
answer it as social change brings man nearer and nearer to the necessity of formulating for social
purposes a comprehensive religious creed. Man alone can then lead man. What consolation is it to
know that a god came upon earth to take away our sins? What hope in saying that our sins will be
pardoned if we believe in certain things? What surety in being told that these beliefs are stated in
creeds and catechisms? What peace in being finally informed that the method of salvation was
drawn up by one not like unto us, and whose ways consequently can never receive the approval of
our minds? There is no abiding peace there for man. The gospel of hope is the gospel of the man
Jesus in whom was the spirit of his Father in more abundance than in other men, and through whom
that spirit has come down to us. He is an example unto us. In the hard steep rock face which it is our
task to climb, he has cut the highest niche. Here and there we can detect the marks of his feet. We
see that he clung to this projection and to that. But all that examination and study is of value to us
only if he is like us. We said that in his life he lived the moralities of which the Greeks and Jews had
only written. But if that life does not belong to our universe but to another? If Jesus after all is only a
god, the problem is still open: ‘can any man live an ideal life?’

For ourselves we cling to the simple interpretation of the Gospels, for we are convinced that only by
that interpretation have they any permanent value. The ‘my peace’ is not then the peace of a person
superhuman, but the peace of one who like ourselves had had his call from body and spirit and who
had obeyed the call of the latter. It is the peace which one man gives to another, the joy which one
who has pioneered far gives to another just beginning to cut a way for himself through the thorny
territory we must travel in search of our heritage and destiny, the hope which one who has come
near to the autumn gives to him who is yet laboriously covering the brown spring fields with seed.
Whoever then would share the peace of Christ must with Christ stand firm on the assurance that
God is love and that he is subduing all things unto himself. Let him open his heart to the lives of his
fellows with their joys and sorrows; let him as a patient worker share in their hopes and fears and
help them in their endeavours to mount above strife and darkness; let him in faithful assurance that
nothing is too small as an offering to God and no circumstance of life too mean or unimportant for
the priest to occupy, cheerfully accept the corner of the vineyard where, for the time being, he is
sent to toil. It may be that here is a twilight calm in store for him, before the shades of night close
round him. It may be that after the bustle and heat of the day, he is to have the delicious pleasure of
contemplating the results of his labour, of seeing the rough soil which he reclaimed blossom with
gladness of being enriched by the blessings of those who see his work in their more desirable
inheritance and his toil in the smoother paths which they have to tread. But that may not be in store
for him. He may be one of those who lives are summed thus – “Whom the gods love die young.” But
still he has had Christ’s peace. In the most continuous harvest labours there are pauses and rests,
and then there comes borne in upon the toiler that voice from his own soul. “well done good and
trusty servant, thou hast entered into the peace of your lord.”

You may remember the cartoon which appeared in Punch when the greatest

